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DON'T MISS OUT:
Upcoming Educational Events
INTERNATIONAL 
HOOF-CARE SUMMIT
JANUARY 23 - 26, 2018
CINCINNATI, OHIO
americanfarriers.com/ihcs

For more farrier events near you, visit farrierproducts.com/calendar.html.

47TH ANNUAL AFA CONVENTION
FEBRUARY 27 -  MARCH 2, 2018
RENO, NV
americanfarriers.org/convention/
2018-convention-reno-nv/

Diamond Tracker
Horseshoes
The new Diamond Tracker horseshoe
introduced by Kerckhaert features a beveled
toe and solid heel area and produced in a
generic pattern.  The steeper bevel in the toe
provides good breakover with less chance of
slipping and solid heels provide additional
support in soft terrain.  Easily shaped into front
or hind patterns, the Tracker reduces the
number of shoes you will need to carry on your
truck and requires less time and effort in shaping for the best fit.
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FootPro™ File Tool Rolls are
now available
FootPro File Tool Rolls are now available.  This is a
really nice option for competitors that travel for
contests and need to take a variety of finishing
tools with them.  It will also be useful for any farrier
or vet to carry the key tools they need when not
working out of their rigs.

Register through FPD to
Win a Free Registration
for the 2018 American
Farrier’s Association
Convention - Courtesy
of AFA/FIA
If you have never attended the AFA Convention, we
think you have missed a lot. This year, FPD and
Diamond Farrier Co. are both giving away two free
registrations to farriers (value $275.00 for AFA
members, $325.00 for non-members) who HAVE
NOT attended a previous AFA convention. 

If that’s you, just fill out the form on our web site at
farrierproducts.com/afaregistrationcontest2018.html
and register to win.

It’s that easy – and you may be on your way to the
47th Annual AFA Convention. This year it will be
held February 27 through March 2 in Reno, NV.
While there, you will have an opportunity to hear
great lectures and see amazing competitions and
demonstrations by world class farriers. In addition,
you can visit both FPD and Diamond at the
Marketplace, where you will see what’s new in the
world of farrier supplies. Don’t miss an opportunity
to meet other professional farriers just like you,
from across the country – and the world!

The deadline for submitting your name is
January 17, 2018.

New Bellota
Ergonomic File
Handles 
Best fit for Bellota files.  The B1 fits the
12” Triangle file, B2 fits the 12” Round
file and 6” Flat File.  The B4 fits the 8”
Round (chainsaw) file and the A4 fits the
8” Flat File.  
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HoofWall™ Blog
FPD explores the world
of the professional
farrier and offers
practical educational
material for farriers.
farrierproducts.com/blog

Article from The Natural Angle • Volume 2 Issue 3
AS SEEN 

ON FPD’S

HOOFWALL

BLOGT H E  T O O L  C O R N E R

Tong Maintenance
BY ROY BLOOM

Tongs are used to hold material
too hot to hold with our
hands. Maximum control is

possible only if the tongs are set
to the size of material being used.
Photo 1 shows the jaws set
correctly for the material.
Compare this with photo 2 & 3.
Photo 2 shows the jaws too wide
for the stock. Only the tips are
touching. Photo 3 shows the jaws
too narrow for the stock. The tips
are gapped. Any gaps will allow
the material to slip and make it
extremely difficult to control.

If your tongs have either of
these gap problems you need to
reset the jaws. Place the tongs in
the fire and heat the jaws. Place a
piece of the desired stock size
between the jaws. Place only the
jaw area on the anvil and lightly
tap the jaws against the stock as
shown in photo 4. When you
have them making full contact
set them aside and allow them to
air cool. Don’t quench them.

A helpful hint. In photo 5,
the pencil is pointing to a very
critical area in any pair of tongs.
If this area does not have
adequate bulk it will bend too
easily. This bending will occur in
use from the heat absorbed from
the hot material and even a
slight squeezing of the reins. You
will continually have to reset
your tongs if they do not have
enough material in this area.

Once your jaws are set you can
address the reins. All tongs should
be made from some form of spring
steel. This adds a certain amount of
memory to the reins and strength
to the jaws. Without this memory
or strength your jaws or reins can
not hold the set you put on them.

The gap between the reins
should allow a grip that matches

your hammer handle grip. Photo
6 shows a good tong gap. If the
dimension is too narrow, as in
photo 7, the rein ends meet
before firm contact is made with
the material. If the dimension is
too wide (photo 8) your hand is
spread too far to effectively and
easily grip the tongs. Either
problem forces you to squeeze the
reins to be able to hold your
material. If this is occurring you
need to set or fix the rein gap.

In photo 9 the pencil points
to the area where you should
bend the reins to adjust the gap.
Don’t just heat this area and
squeeze the reins to set. Unless
your heat is even, one side will
move more than the other. If
your heat is too high you can
distort the rivet. 

To widen the reins, place a
piece of 1/2” stock in the area
shown in photo 9 and set the jaw
to the dimension of the stock. If
1/2” is not enough, use a larger
size until you get the rein gap you
need.

If the gap is too large put a
piece of stock in the jaws and
then place the tongs ( Photo 10)
on the end of the anvil horn and
tap just behind the shoulder of
the reins. Switch from rein to rein
as necessary to keep the reins
even until you have the proper
gap.

A final note. In addition to
setting the proper gap of the jaws
and the reins you have to consider
the condition of your rivet. If your
tongs start to bind, won’t open or
close freely or are extremely loose
it’s time to change the rivet.
Heating the rivet and working the
tongs or hammering the rivet will
never fix it. It has become worn
and needs to be replaced. ■
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